
Pinhole Photography



A pinhole camera is 
the most basic image 
forming device in 
photography. It is a 
direct descendant of 
the camera obscura, 
(Latin for “darkroom”).
The camera was 
actually a large 
room that would be 
entered by the user.



Light entering a small hole in a 
darkened room produces an inverted 
image on the opposite wall. It was 
used initially to view solar eclipses, but 
by the seventeenth century the 
process was made portable by fitting a 
lens to one end of a box and using a 
sheet of glass at the opposite end to 
view the image. A mirror inserted 
inside at a 45 degree angle would 
reverse the image, giving the viewer a 
corrected orientation.
giving the viewer corrected 
orientation.





Sir David Brewster,
a Scottish scientist, 
coined the word 
"pinhole“and was 
one of the first to 
make pinhole 
photographs in the 
1850s. 





Instead of a lens, 
the camera has a 
small hole that 
admits light. The 
image is not as 
sharp as one 
formed by a lens,
but the entire 
field of view has 
an equal degree of 
sharpness.



A pinhole 
camera has 
nearly infinite
depth of  field. 
Everything in 
the photo is 
in “focus”.





Straight surfaces may look curved 
if the film plane is curved.





The image on the right is the negative and was then printed onto photo 
paper in the darkroom.  We will just be producing prints as we have no 
negatives or emulsified paper (just the sun paper)



Sunprints





SUN PRINT

• SO, WHAT’S A SUNPRINT, ANYWAY?

• A sunprint is a print made on special 

photographic paper that is sensitive to the 

sun (Similar to the cyanotype process). 

• Unlike normal photo prints, these prints can 

be made quickly and without any photo 

chemicals at all.

• In fact, they develop in water in less than a 

minute!



A sun print can be created by placing objects directly onto the 

paper and exposing it to the sun, or a drawing/negative 

created on transparency paper



Creating a Pinhole Negative for 

your Sun Print

PICKING & PREPARING YOUR IMAGE

• You’ll want to pick a photo that’s clear and high in contrast.

• Foloow the instructions to create a pinhole image

• Convert the photograph to black and white, increasing the 

contrast on your negative and invert the colors. (Image > 

Adjustments > Invert, or Command + “I”.)

• Crop your image to 5x7

• Send your image to Mrs. Tonon to print on Transparency 

Paper as a .jpg

This is how you create a Negative which will produce a Positive 

Print!



Pinhole Negatives











Lesson Objectives:

Extend your knowledge of photography by 

using traditional and alternative 

processes by…

1. Making a pinhole-like photograph in Adobe 

Photoshop

2. Create a negative in Photoshop

3. Create a sun print from your negative 


